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YEAR 2 HOMEWORK
AUTUMN 1
THE HOMEWORK PROCESS
At Barnehurst we value the time parents place in supporting their children with homework
and we also value the time children have away from school. This is why we would like your
child to focus this term on completing the following activities weekly.
-

Daily reading (10-15 minutes)

-

Reading Eggs (10-15 minutes)

-

Spellings (including spelling frame)

-

My Maths / TTrockstar (1 My Maths Activity per week)

In addition to this we would like to invite children to complete ONE of the following optional
activities each week. Please could this be EMAILED to the year group email address so that
we can share on a Friday! We hope you enjoy completing the activities at home.
Money, Money, Money!

Sound Detective

Using a pot of coins, order
them from the smallest value to
the highest value. Then look at
making amounts that can’t be
made using one coin. E.g (how
can you make 9p, 23p, 56p,
78p etc)

Find something that you can
read. E.g a newspaper, a
magazine, an instruction
manual or even your favourite
book.

Material Survey
Look around your house. How
many different materials can
you see? What are they being
used for?

See if you can spot some of
these sounds.
qu, th, igh, ear, air, ur
(nurse)

Make someone smile

Flags

Model Making

Think about how you could
make someone special to you
smile. Perhaps you could go to
the supermarket (with your pot
of money!) and choose a small
gift for them e.g a magazine,
flowers or bubble bath. Take a
picture of your special person
with their special gift.

Choose a flag from anywhere in
the world, record its meaning
and find out a little bit about
that country.

Using junk modelling, create a
model of something that
makes you happy. Bring it in to
share with your friends.
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SPELLINGS

AUTUMN 1
Below are the spellings for the whole of the next half term. Children will be tested on their spellings in
a random order plus two additional mystery spelling words linking to the spelling rule. To help your
child learn their spellings please try using the strategies we use in class such as…
-

Sound buttons

-

Look, cover, write, check

-

Reading and writing in a context, e.g. The rocket blasted off to space.

-

Spellingframe.co.uk (use individual codes)

The test will take place on a Friday. Children will NOT be bringing home their spelling books each
week to reduce items traveling across multiple settings. Please speak with the class teacher if you
require feedback.
Test date
18.9.20

Spellings
Spelling rule: The /dʒ/ sound

Test date
9/10/20

spelt as ge and dge at the end
of words, and sometimes spelt as
g elsewhere in words before e, i
and y.

Spellings
Spelling rule: The /s/ sound spelt c
before e, i and y.

ice race space
price city slice

jar join gem
giant magic energy

25.9.20

Code: 49677
Spelling rule: The /dʒ/ sound
spelt as ge and dge at the end
of words, and sometimes spelt as
g elsewhere in words before e, i
and y

edge badge hedge
bridge fridge fudge
Code: 49678

Code: 49680
16/10/20

Spelling rule: The /n/ sound spelt kn
and (less often) gn at the beginning
of words.

knee know knock
gnat gnaw gnome
Code: 49681
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2/10/20

Spelling rule: The /dʒ/ sound

Final week

spelt as ge and dge at the end
of words, and sometimes spelt as
g elsewhere in words before e, i
and y

of term

age cage huge
charge change village
Code: 49679

SPELLING BEE

